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The studies on which summaries are based were accomplished by professional con-

sultants under contract to the Area Redevelopment Administration. While ARA assumes

no responsibility for the statements and conclusions made, it believes that the problems

discussed, and the solutions suggested, may be useful as a direction or indicator of ex-

perience to many communities engaged in economic development and redevelopment.

INTRODUCTION
In view of the unsatisfactory economic perform-

ance of Bristol-Plymouth during the 1950's, busi-

ness, the local government, and the citizens of both

communities have joined together, with the assist-

ance of the Federal and State governments, in an

attempt to alleviate this problem. Their purpose is

the creation of an environment which will attract

new industries to the area so that Bristol-Plymouth

will be able to recapture the share of manufacturing

that it possessed prior to 1950.

Among the various incentives that the people of

Bristol-Plymouth are willing to offer to new industry

is a new industrial park to be served by a general

aviation airport. The airport will also serve a wide
area which includes other industrial cities such as

Waterbury, Torrington, and Thomaston. Presently

no such airport is available to the area. Any air

freight must be shipped via Bradley Field near Hart-

ford, which involves considerable road travel.

Accordingly, a preliminary survey was made of

the area to determine the various sites, that can be

considered suitable for (a) industrial development
and (b) the construction of the general aviation air-

port. In considering the sites for the airport, the

needs of the adjacent cities as well as the traveling

distances to and from the airport were factors con-

sidered in fulfilling the overall requirements of both

Bristol-Plymouth and the adjacent areas. In addi-

tion, both quantitative and qualitative information

has been gathered to determine the economic feasi-

bility of the industrial park and its ability to com-
pete with and/or complement the existing facilities

in the region.
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In spite of the intensively developed industrial

character, the area's manufacturing base, particularly

that of Bristol-Plymouth, has been adversely affected

by three long-run trends since 1945:

The redistribution of manufacturing employ-
ment from the northern and eastern portions of

the United States to the South and the West

The suburbanization of manufacturing plants

within the metropolitan regions themselves

(whether north, east, south or west)

• Obsolescence of most of its industrial buildings

contributing to higher costs, a factor considered

the most crucial in inducing relocation.

Given the overall high economic activity of the

State and the expected higher rates of growth nation-

ally, there is no reason why Bristol-Plymouth cannot
take part in this growth by capturing its natural share

of industrial activity, thereby inducing higher rates

of growth. To do this, Bristol-Plymouth must make
itself attractive for firms to locate there by offering

them modern facilities—to be included in the indus-

trial park—and an environment favorable to the

business community, in addition to the lower wages
prevailing in the area generally compared to the

wage rates prevailing nationally. Broadly speaking,

then, the future growth of manufacturing activity and
the level of employment and investment in the region

will depend upon the following factors:

• Favorable national and regional trends

• The ability to arrest any further outmigration

of industries now operating within the Bristol-

Plymouth area

• An extensive program that will lead to indus-

trial development, beginning with an industrial

park, equipped with all the modern facilities that

present-day industrial methods require

• The degree of training, in various capital-inten-

sive skills, for its youth entering the labor force

yearly.

In addition to the modern industrial park, the

other factors that can make this area attractive to

new firms should not be underestimated. They are:

• An ample supply of labor with a diversity of

skills

• The lower wage differentials in manufacturing
contributing to the general competitiveness of the

firm and area

• The proximity of the area to both domestic and
foreign markets in relation to transportation costs

• The proximity of the proposed general aviation

airport.

A significant handicap under which the Tri-City

region (Torrington, Waterbury, and Bristol) has
been laboring is the absence of a general aviation

airport. National industrial firms having plants in

the region require fast transportation not only for

their executives but also for the receipt and delivery

of their products. In considering the relative advan-
tage of alternative locations for industry, accessibility

is of first importance. While recent and proposed
highway improvements will adequately maintain and
increase the region's accessibility by land, the con-
tinued absence of a general aviation airport weighs
heavily against the region. The extended slow rate

of industrial growth in the region in part can be
attributed to the loss of the comparative accessibility

of the area including suitable air transportation.

In recent years, the air-transportation industry has
gone through an unprecedented growth. Some of

the reasons for this growth are summarized below:

• Rates are going down—as much as 50% for

some commodities

• Equipment is designed in such a way that heavy
cargo can be handled and shipped with relative

ease

• Distribution costs are reduced due to savings

resulting from air freight via the elimination of

costly warehousing, large inventories, and decrease

of "dead-time" of goods in transit

• Stimulation by population and income growth
and by further technological progress improving
the speed, convenience, and quality of service.

In view of the modern requirements of business-

men, industrialists, and financiers, as well as the ad-

vantages of a general aviation airport in enhancing
the relative competitiveness of the Tri-City area, it

becomes apparent that an airport is needed if the

area is to have any success in its attempt for eco-

nomic growth and development. This need will be-

come more apparent in the future when the air

transportation industry assumes a larger role in the

moving of goods.

THE EXISTING INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES IN THE
AREA OF STUDY AND FACTORS OF
REGIONAL COMPETITION

Existing Industrial Facilities

The existing industrial facilities in both Bristol and
Plymouth were surveyed by a registered architect for

this study. It was found that the majority of the

facilities were constructed 40 or more years ago and
have the following deficiencies:

• Obsolete layout

• Inadequate off-street parking

• Insufficient off-street loading

• Insufficient space for expansion or moderniza-

tion

• Congestion of roads and access.

New construction of industrial facilities has oc-

curred primarily on the periphery of the urban areas.



These new facilities often have one or more of the

following deficiencies:

• Inadequate access roads

• Inadequate public utilities

• Insufficient space for expansion

• Higher costs due to the inability of scattered

plants to share certain facilities.

These deficiencies which exist in both the older in-

dustrial plants and the newer facilities, as well,

would not be limiting factors in a well designed and
located industrial park.

Factors of Regional Competition

In the Bristol-Plymouth area and the surrounding

region there is a wide variety of types of land or

facilities available for industry. These include: ex-

isting vacant industrial facilities, existing industrial

parks, and isolated parcels of undeveloped land.

Existing Vacant Industrial Facilities

Existing industrial facilities have become available

as the original occupant relocates or discontinues its

operation. These facilities have become obsolete

and inefficient for the industrial firm occupying the

plant.

The structures, generally three or four stories, re-

quire a multi-level operation, have inadequate park-

ing and loading facilities, and are located on con-

gested and narrow streets making access difficult.

Although no longer adequate for the larger firms,

these plants are often suitable for smaller or begin-

ning industries which are attracted by the lower ren-

tal costs offered by this type of facility. When con-

sidered in the long run, the net effect of having this

type of space available in the region is to increase

the demand for undeveloped industrial sites. How-
ever, the vacated existing industrial buildings in the

region cannot be considered as space which is com-
petitive with vacant industrial sites. The commodi-
ties are of different types. Firms interested in invest-

ing in new plants need vacant industrial land rather

than an existing building.

Existing Industrial Parks

Development of industrial parks within the region

has been undertaken only in recent years. These
parks have been successful on the whole, and indus-

try has been quick to utilize the sites made available.

There are four existing industrial parks in the

region: two in Waterbury, one in Bristol, and one in

Farmington. Except for the Farmington Industrial

Park, these developments are small in size with only

a limited number of parcels remaining.

The Brookside Industrial Park and Pierpont In-

dustrial Park are both located in Waterbury. Com-
bined, these two parks occupy 116 acres. The
Brookside Industrial Park is mostly developed and
has only a few lots remaining; the Pierpont Industrial

Park has six parcels on 48 acres that are available

for development. However, there is anticipated a

high demand for the remaining sites due to disloca-

tion of industry by new highway construction in the

Waterbury area.

In Bristol, the Redstone Hill Industrial Park has

been developed on 38 acres, with the Superior Elec-

tric Company occupying 25 acres. Within the City

of Bristol there are a limited number of other sites

in industrial parks: several smaller lots adjacent to

the Redstone Park that have been made available

by the City, and 15 acres to be developed as part of

the North Side Urban Renewal Project.

No industrial parks have been developed in Tor-

rington. In the northeastern section of the City there

is a single incidental parcel of 12.3 acres which is

available as an industrial site.

Ten miles to the east of Bristol, is the Farmington
Industrial Park. There are presently seven firms in

the park with four more anticipated within a year.

Although approximately 200 acres of land remain
for development, the rapid expansion of industry in

Hartford County is anticipated to accelerate the

utilization of any land available within the Hartford

region. The Farmington Industrial Park is more
within the influence of the Hartford region than the

Bristol-Plymouth region. Therefore, although there

is a large amount of land for industry in Farmington,

this should not reduce the necessity or feasibility of

developing an industrial park in the Bristol-Plymouth

area.

Isolated Vacant Parcels

There are a limited number of available vacant

parcels of land in the Bristol-Plymouth area. How-
ever, these sites generally are small in size, and lack

adequate utilities, access, or proper zoning. For the

benefit or both the community and industry, devel-

opment in a sufficiently large industrial park is the

preferred alternative. The combination of a limited

number of isolated vacant parcels of land, and the

disadvantages of these sites for industry, discounts

this source of land as a competitive factor in the

development of an industrial park in the Bristol-Ply-

mouth area.

Conclusion

Finally, taking into account the existing industrial

facilities and the factors of regional competition, an

industrial park in the Bristol-Plymouth area is both

feasible and necessary to provide adequate space for

new industry. The success of this park will, of

course, contribute significantly to the absorption of

large numbers of presently unemployed workers.

POPULATION, GROWTH TRENDS,
AND LABOR FORCE

In order to examine the industrial development
potential of any area based on its labor force, the

population growth of the whole region must be put



in an historical perspective. The forecast of the fu-

ture labor force of an area will be in accordance with

its past and present growth as well as the anticipated

growth in the near future.

Considering that the size of the labor force is a

function of the size of population of- the area, the

rate by which this population grows, and the partici-

pation rates of each age group; and considering,

further, that the rate by which the population of an
area grows depends primarily on the economic
growth or the level of activity of the whole region;

it becomes evident that in order to determine the

potential industrial growth of Bristol-Plymouth

—

based on its labor force—the population growth of

this area must be examined.

Population

The population growth of the Bristol-Plymouth

labor market has always been directly associated

with the relative growth of the counties in which
Bristol and Plymouth are situated. These counties

are Hartford and Litchfield respectively. Though
Bristol and Plymouth belong to different counties, in

an economic sense they are one and the same unit.

The traveling distance between the two is so small

that there is a free movement of labor between the

employment centers of- the two communities. How-
ever, an examination of the trends of Hartford and
Litchfield Counties will shed light on the Bristol-Ply-

mouth historical development.

Both Hartford and Litchfield Counties when taken

together have had a population growth comparable
to that of the State during the decade of the 1950's.

However, the population growth of Litchfield his-

torically lagged behind the growth rate of the State

as a whole. At the same time the gap between the

two respective growth rates has been closing at the

end of each census count. Conversely, Hartford

County's population growth rate exceeded that of

the State in every census count since 1930. As of

1960 Bristol had a population of 45,500 people,

while Plymouth had a population of 8,981 people.

Between 1950 and 1960 both Bristol and Plymouth
experienced the highest rate of growth in their re-

spective populations. Since the 1920's Bristol's rate

averaged almost 2.7 percent per annum. Plymouth's

rate, on the other hand, reached an average rate of

increase of 3.3 percent per annum, a rate indeed

phenomenal. Compared also to the substantially

lower rate of population growth of Litchfield County,
Plymouth's rate becomes particularly significant. It

means that Plymouth absorbed a substantially higher

portion of the in-migration of the area than any of

the other cities in the surrounding wider economic
region—viz., Waterbury-Bristol and Torrington.

It is also evident that the increase in the rate of

growth of Plymouth's population, from an average

annual increase of 1.2 percent between 1940 and
1950, to 3.3 percent in the 1950-1960 period, was
primarily attributable to the availability of land suit-

able for commercial, industrial, or residential devel-

opment. Inasmuch as land will still be available for

development in the 1960's, there is no doubt as to

the even higher rate of Plymouth's population growth
during the 1960's.

Thus, by 1970 Bristol is expected to have a popu-
lation of 56,500 people while Plymouth is expected
to grow at an even faster rate than the comparable
rate of the 1950's, reaching a high of approximately

12,200 people. (See Table 1.) The population in-

creases represent an average annual rate of increase

of 2.4 percent for Bristol and 3.6 percent for Ply-

mouth.

Growth

The proximity and easy accessibility of all the

major industrial centers, namely, Waterbury, Bristol,

and Torrington will also augment Plymouth's growth.

Plymouth can develop as a residential community
for workers employed in the above-mentioned cities,

as well as in the proposed industrial park—into

which the various firms of the area may expand.

Another factor, of course, not less important than

those already mentioned, is the expected high rate of

growth of the State of Connecticut as a whole. Since

rates of growth vary in an interregional sense—viz.,

Connecticut vs. New England rate of population

growth—growth rates also vary in an intra-State

sense. Given, then, the existence of favorable growth

conditions Plymouth's growth can be faster than that

of other areas in the State which have less desirable

land for industrial, commercial, or residential devel-

opment.
In the case of the wider economic region sur-

rounding Plymouth, there is no other city that still

has large land parcels available for industrial devel-

opment, save some sparsely located sites. Conse-

quently, any expansion that will entail extensive in-

dustrial development in this area will, by necessity,

have to take place in Plymouth.

Labor Force

The projected labor force can be found by multi-

plying the number of those 14 years old and over

by the respective participation rate.

In projecting the labor force of the Tri-City area

(Torrington, Waterbury, and Bristol), a somewhat
higher than the National average participation rate

has been used. This has been necessary because of

established higher participation rates of the area in

all previous census counts. Thus, while the projected

participation rate for the Nation has been assumed

to be 57 percent* of those 14 years old and over,

the working figure has been assumed to be 58 per-

cent for both Bristol-Plymouth and the surrounding

economic regions, Waterbury and Torrington.

* National Planning Association—Long Range Projection

for Economic Growth. The American Economy in 1970,

Pamphlet No. 107.



Table I: Population Growth in the Continental United States, New England, Connecticut, Hartford
County, Bristol, Litchfield County & Plymouth, 1910-1960 and Projections to 1970

United New Connecti- Hartford Bristol Litchfield Ply- Bristol-

States England cut County County mouth Plymouth
Year (000) (000) (000) (000) Number (000) Number L.M.A.

1910 91,972 6,553 1,115 9,527

1920 105,711 7,401 1,381 20,620

1930 122,775 8,166 1,607 421.1 28,451 82.6 6,070 34,521

1940 131,669 8,437 1,709 450.2 30,167 87.0 6,043 36,210

1950 150,697 9,314 2,007 539.7 35,961 98.9 6,771 42,732

1960 179,323 10,509 2,535 689.6 45,499 119.9 8,981 54,480

1970 213,547 12,128 3,235 868.8 56,470 145.6 12,175 68,645

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census Historical Statistics of the United States, 1910-1960. Projections

by Brown Engineers. Also, see National Planning Association, Projections to 1976.

Table II: Economic Characteristics of Plymouth, Bristol, Waterbury & Torrington 1960 and Projections

to 1970

1960 7970

Ply- Water- Torring- Ply- Water- Torring-

mouth Bristol bury ton mouth Bristol bury ton

Population 8,981 45,500 107,130 30,045 12,175 56,470 113,600 32,200
14 Yrs. Old 6,300 31,730 78,820 22,425 8,970 40,658 81,800 23,200
and Over

Civilian Labor 3,780 19,216 46,612 13,458 5,020 23,580 47,444 13,456

Force
Employed 3,320 17,418 43,470 12,528 4,810 22,638 45,544 12,918
Unemployed 460 1,798 3,142 930 210 942 1,900 538
Percent Unem- 12.0 9.4 6.7 5.3 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

ployed
Percent C.L.F./ 42.3 43.4 43.5 42.1 41.0 41.7 41.7 41.9

Popul.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census Projections by Brown Engineers.

Table HI: Economic Characteristics of the Population in the Tri-City Region 1950, 1960 and Projec-

tions to 1970

The Tri-City* Region Bristol-Plymouth LMA
1950 1960 7970 1960 1970

Population 175,029 191,656 214,445 54,481 68,645
14 Yrs. Old & 135,595 139,275 154,628 38,030 49,628
Over

Civilian Labor 77,772** 83,066 89,500 22,996 28,600
Force

Employed 73,092** 76,736 86,095 20,738 27,448
Unemployed 5,680** 6,330 3,588 2,258 "1,152

Percent Unem- 7.3** 7.6 4.0 9.8 4.0

ployed
Percent C.L.F./ 48.0** 43.3 41.7 42.2 41.7

Popul.

* The Tri-City includes the cities of Bristol in Hartford County, Plymouth and Torrington in Litch-

field County and Waterbury in New Haven County.
** These figures do not include Plymouth.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1950 and 1960. Projections by Brown Engineers.
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Accordingly, the labor force of each of the four

cities in the area has been projected as well as the

labor force of the Tri-City area as a whole.

By 1970 Plymouth will have a labor force of

more than 5,000 people, Bristol 23,600, Waterbury

47,500, and Torrington 13,450 people. Similarly,

the Tri-City -area is expected to have a labor force

of 89,500 people at the end of this decade. (See

Tables II & III.)

The over-all rate of increase of labor force of the

Tri-City area is also expected to be higher than that

of New England and the State of Connecticut. The
higher rate of growth of the population of this region

accounts for this. However, any deterioration of the

present level of economic activity of the Tri-City

area will" tend to induce a wave of out-migration to

other faster growing areas of the State. To prevent

such a potential population loss coupled with the

economic disruptions that are bound to ensue, the

economic development of the area becomes para-

mount. This conclusion is based upon the following

assumptions

:

• That there exists a real need for an economic
revitalization of the whole area around Plymouth

• That any new industrial facilities built within

the area will enhance the general level of eco-

nomic activity of the whole Tri-City area

• That in the absence of modern industrial facil-

ities, or land suitable for industrial development,
firms will neither move, nor expand, their plant

and equipment in the area

• That a subtantial part of the plant, machinery,
and equipment presently in use has become ob-

solete with the rate of obsolescence increasing as

technological improvements and innovations ad-

vance.

THE JOB POTENTIAL CREATED BY AN INDUS-
TRIAL PARK TOGETHER WITH ITS EFFECTS ON
THE EXISTING LABOR FORCE AND ITS SKILLS

Employment

It is apparent from Tables II and III that employ-
ment in each city that makes up the Tri-City area

has not always been at an optimum level through-
out the past decade. The only city that fared some-
what better, in comparison to the other three, was
Torrington. The unemployment rate in this city

changed between 5-6 percent in both the 1950 and
the 1960 census count. But even Torrington, in

1960, had an unemployment rate substantially higher

than the 4.6 percent unemployment rate which pre-

vailed in the State. Nevertheless, Torrington's un-
employment rate was lower than the national aver-

age during 1960.

While Torrington fared relatively well, Plymouth
experienced a serious period of economic contrac-

tion. Similarly, although to a lesser extent, Bristol

also shared an economic contraction. In 1960, un-
employment in Plymouth stood at 12 percent of the

labor force, while the comparable figure for Bristol

was 9.4 percent. Despite the fact that their unem-
ployment figures are considered to be extremely high,

they do not fully describe the low level of economic
activity in the area. It must be pointed out again

that the unemployment rate in the Bristol-Plymouth
L.M.A. (Labor Market Area) has reached a high of

28 percent of the labor force during the trough of

the 1958 recession, and that since 1959 the rate of

unemployment in the Bristol L.M.A. ranged from
7 percent to 17 percent of the labor force. (See

Tables II and III.)

Between June 1962 and June 1963 the unemploy-
ment rate in the Bristol-Plymouth L.M.A. averaged
8.3 percent of the civilian labor force, as is shown in

Table IV. Such a rate during a period of high eco-

nomic activity in the State and the Nation indicates

that the Bristol area failed to respond satisfactorily

to the over-all economic stimulation that had taken

place.

Obviously these persistently high rates of unem-
ployment are not cyclical in nature but structural.

Consequently the only alternative to a further eco-

nomic contraction, and/or actual stagnation, is the

increase in capital investment in the area. The at-

traction of new firms becomes imperative, especially

the kind of firms that require the type of employment
which also creates supporting jobs.

Thus, as referred to in Tables II and III, assuming
an unemployment rate of 4 percent, Plymouth in

1970 is expected to have a labor force of 5,000 peo-

ple and a level of employment of 4,800 people. Bris-

tol would have almost 22,650 employed, Waterbury,

45,550, and Torrington 12,900. By 1970, the Tri-

City area is anticipated to have a total employment
of 86,100 with about 3,600 people unemployed.

Industrial Job Potential of Bristol-Plymouth

On the basis of the moderate projections of popu-
lation, labor force, and non-agricultural employment,
it is evident that the Bristol-Plymouth L.M.A. can

support a considerable amount of growth and devel-

opment. But, the projections of all the above-

mentioned parameters were in fact based on the

anticipated growth rather than vice versa. Certainly,

growth is not brought about by a single change of

any one of the above parameters. Rather, it is the

result of a sufficient flow of investments that pre-

cipitate the warranted rate of growth with all other

parameters, such as population, labor force, etc., in-

fluencing rather than causing the rate of increase of

the overall economic growth.

Thus the projected parameters of labor force,

population, and the level of employment of Bristol-

Plymouth, should be considered—and this is also

true for the other cities—a very conservative poten-

tial, given the new industrial park and a level of in-



Table IV: Unemployment—Bristol Area

Midmonth Total

Ratio to

Labor
Force Men Women

June 1963 1,600 8.2% 750 850
May 1963 1,300 6.8 590 710
April 1963 1,600 8.2 740 860
March 1963 2,100 10.6 1,000 860
January 1963 1,800 8.8 940 860
June 1962 1,400 7.0 570 830

Source: Connecticut Labor Department, Employment and
Security Division, July 1963.

vestment that usually goes along with such industrial

ventures.

A major consideration in the development of an
industrial park is, of course, the number of people

employed. A working figure of 12 workers per acre

has been assumed. Town Hill, in the Town of Ply-

mouth is recommended as the site for a new indus-

trial park. It has a total of 358 acres of land which
will be made available for industrial sites. Therefore,

the development of the industrial park could create

a potential for 4,300 industrial jobs upon the suc-

cessful completion of the project.

A study by the United States Chamber of Com-
merce has indicated that each one hundred industrial

jobs creates a minimum of sixty-five new jobs in the

non-manufacturing sector. On the basis of the find-

ings of this study, it can be concluded that although

the industrial park might ultimately create 4,300 in-

dustrial jobs, the total number of new jobs could

exceed 7,100. Of these, 2,800 would be non-manu-
facturing jobs.

Thus, if we assume that the present level of eco-

nomic activity and employment is not allowed to de-

teriorate further, the successful completion of the

industrial park in Plymouth could very well lead to

an expansion of the manufacturing employment that

will reach the 1947 level, namely 19,800 workers.

In addition non-manufacturing employment should
also expand further, reaching for the first time a high

of 8,700 workers. Total employment, therefore,

could be expected to reach 28,560 by the end of this

decade, thereby eliminating unemployment for all

practical purposes.

Among the reasons that may be offered in support

of the industrial park, the following three appear to

carry greatest weight

:

• The projected 17.5 percent expansion of the

manufacturing employment in the United States

between 1960 and 1970 as given by the National

Planning Association

• The projected 13.7 percent industrial growth of

the State of Connecticut

• The construction of a general aviation airport

that will considerably enhance the chances of the

success of the project.

Thus the construction of the industrial park and
general aviation airport in the area should absorb a

considerable part of the presently unemployed resi-

dents of the area, particularly those who are either

totally unskilled, or those whose skills are not cur-

rently in demand.
The attraction of new firms into the Bristol-Ply-

mouth area and their demand for certain skills

should certainly induce younger persons to train in

accordance with the future needs and requirements

of the industry, thereby raising the overall training

of the future labor supply of the area.

The proposed general aviation airport will en-

hance the possibilities for the success of not only the

proposed industrial park in Plymouth, but also for

the success of any attempt for economic revitaliza-

tion and development of all the cities that make up
the wider economic unit which has been referred to

as the Tri-City area.

Conversely, the absence of fast transportation in

the area will not only retard the possible growth, but

it will, in fact, contribute to a further strangulation

or even stagnation of the economic activity of the

area.

PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL PARK

Proposed Site

The Town Hill site in the Town of Plymouth, oc-

cupying 448 acres, is ideally suited for development
as an industrial park. The terrain slopes gently to

the south at a grade of 2% -5% . There is one stream
and one pond on the site and no marshes, or areas

subject to flooding. Second growth forests cover half

the area with the remaining land in pasture. The
soil is glacial till, well suited for bearing roads and
industrial buildings. No large rock outcroppings that

would interfere with excavations are visible as deter-

mined by field inspection. Test borings at the Town
Hill site are needed to determine the subsurface con-

ditions and bearing capacity of the soil.

Since the site is generally level, development can

occur without difficulty, there is a greater flexibility

in the size and location of sites, and roads and util-

ities can be installed at lower cost than at other sites

in the area with rougher terrain.

The use of Town Hill as the site of an industrial

park conflicts with the Master Plan for Connecticut

Airports and the National Airport Plan. Both the

Connecticut Department of Aeronautics and the

Federal Aviation Agency have recommended this

site as the location of a general aviation airport that

would serve the Torrington-Waterbury-Bristol area.

However, considering there is no other compar-
able site in the Bristol-Plymouth area suitable for an

industrial park, it is apparent that if the land were

to be used for an airport the region would suffer in

its efforts to provide attractive facilities for industry

in order to strengthen the local economy.
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The development of an airport at Town Hill

would preclude the possibility of ever developing an
industrial park in the Town. Considering again the

great need for economic growth, so that excessive

labor surpluses can be employed, it is recommended
that the Town Hill site be utilized for industrial de-

velopment rather than for an airport.

In arriving at this recommendation the highest and
best use for the Town Hill site, including its develop-

ment as an airport, was considered. Taking into

consideration growth trends in the Bristol-Plymouth

area, the effects on the adjacent areas, and the eco-

nomic well-being of the community, it is clear that

the development of the Town Hill site as an airport

as opposed to an industrial park would violate basic

principles of community planning.

An airport at the Town Hill site would seriously

hinder the future physical and economic develop-

ment of the Town. Plymouth experienced the high-

est rate of population growth in the Tri-City region

between 1950 and 1960, namely 33 percent versus

9 percent for Torrington, 29 percent for Bristol and
2.5 percent for Waterbury. If this population growth
is to continue, suitable land must be available. An
airport so close to the population center of Plymouth
would serve to inhibit the high rate of population

growth, which the Town can conservatively expect

to attain in the 1960's, and the physical expansion

of the community to the southwest. Some of the

reasons are:

• Inability to develop the adjacent otherwise

suitable land for commercial and residential uses

because of the physical presence of the airport

• Decline of value and desirability of the areas

within the flight path of aircraft due to the blight-

ing influence of airplane noise

• Increased danger and nuisance to existing popu-
lation concentrations which would fall within the

flight patterns of aircraft taking off and landing at

the proposed airport.

The reasons for the selection by the FAA of Town
Hill as the site for an airport merit an examination.

The primary FAA criteria for selecting this site

were:

• Easy accessibility to the airport by the people of

Waterbury, Torrington, and Bristol

• The relative lower costs involved in relation to

the various other sites that were considered.

With regard to the first criterion, traveling dis-

tances to the Town Hill site are eleven miles for

Torrington, seven miles for Waterbury, and five

miles for Bristol.

Any other site in the area, however, will not sub-

stantially change the distances. While the distance

from Torrington to the airport located at a new site

might be increased, the distance from Waterbury
will be decreased. At the same time, the vital com-
plemental relationship between the airport, the in-

dustrial park and the industrial need of the region

will be satisfactorily maintained.

Considering the second criterion of the FAA, i.e.,

the costs involved, the relatively higher costs in-

volved in the development of an airport at another
site would be more than offset by the economic bene-
fits that the community and the region as a whole
would enjoy when the industrial park becomes a suc-

cessful venture. These economic benefits are:

• A significant reduction of unemployment which
will lead to further expansion of investment

• Greater and more efficient utilization of the

non-human economic resources of the region
• Increase of the total disposable income which
will necessarily precipitate an increase in retail

trade, such as shopping and convenience goods,

and other goods and services

• Higher employment levels and higher incomes
will greatly contribute to the overall revitalization

of the area making the communities attractive

places in which to live.

Since the Town Hill site is of paramount impor-
tance for the industrial development of the Bristol-

Plymouth area it should be reserved for such indus-

trial uses. The site on Mount Tobe could be used
for the construction of an airport within the specifica-

tions of the FAA. Although the construction costs

would be greater to develop an airport on Mount
Tobe, these expenditures would be more than offset

by the economic benefits to be derived from a suc-

cessful industrial park.

Economic Feasibility

On the basis of studies made for this report it can

be stated that the economic feasibility of the indus-

trial park is both reasonable and realistic. The fol-

lowing reasons summarize the justification of this

conclusion

:

• Any industrial expansion in the area will tend

to settle on sites within Plymouth's town limits due

partly to the lack of availability of suitable de-

velopment sites for industry elsewhere and partly

to the proximity of Plymouth to the other cities

in the Tri-City area, namely, Waterbury, Bristol,

and Torrington

• The absence of serious competition from other

sites will facilitate the absorption of the land to

be made available by the construction of the in-

dustrial park

• There will be relatively good transportation in

the form of arterial highways, air facilities, and

nearby railroad freight facilities

• An ample and relatively skilled labor supply

with competitive wage rates prevails throughout

this economic region

• The overall size of the park will be such that it

can accommodate any type of firm wanting to

locate there
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• The cost of expanding the existing public util-

ities on the proposed Town Hill site is lower than

building new ones elsewhere
• The relatively low development cost will en-

able the community to sell, lease, or rent sites

at very competitive prices thereby making it at-

tractive for industries to locate in Plymouth.

Transportation

As shown on the following map, the Connecticut

expressway network as proposed will provide multi-

lane, grade-separated, limited access highway con-

nections from the Town Hill site to all parts of

Connecticut and the eastern seaboard.

The industrial park will have good access to other

parts of Connecticut and the east coast by way of

the proposed new airport and the proposed express-

way system of which Routes 8 and 84 are close to

realization and Route 72 is in the planning stage.

Route 72, when completed, will considerably im-

prove the desirability and marketability of sites in

the industrial park.

There are freight handling facilities for carload

shipments in both Thomaston and Bristol which are

served by the New York, New Haven and Hartford

Railroad. For shipments of less than a full freight

car, railroad freight terminals are located at Water-

bury and New Britain.

Distance to Freight Handling Facilities

Location

Carload: Thomaston
Bristol

Less Carload: New Britain

Waterbury

Utilities

Distance from
Town Hill Site

2.8 miles

5.3 miles

13.5 miles

11.8 miles

Sanitary Sewers

A ten-inch sanitary sewer exists in West Main
Street terminating at the intersection with Town Hill

Road. The Town of Plymouth plans to extend the

ten-inch sanitary sewer along Town Hill Road to

the intersection of Washington Street when the de-

mand in the area justifies the expense. This exten-

sion would be 3,000 feet.

The Town of Plymouth installed a new trickling

filter sewage treatment plant in 1960. The system
has a design capacity of 1,200,000 gallons per day
and was constructed to permit expansion without
undue cost or difficulty. The current average daily

volume is 200,000 gallons per day. Extensive indus-

trial development could well be accommodated with-

out any addition to the treatment plant.

Water Lines

A 3,000-foot extension of 8-inch water line and a

pumping station at the intersection of Town Hill

Road and West Main Street will be required to pro-

vide adequate water for the industrial park. Again,

the savings derived from utilizing the existing utilities

are considerable and will lower the development
costs of the industrial park.

Gas Lines

A major gas line is located in West Main Street

and could be extended to the Town Hill site without

difficulty. It is of adequate size to serve the proposed
industrial park.

Electric Lines

A major power line traverses the Town Hill site

so that no difficulty would be involved in providing

large capacity electrical inlets to the industrial sites.

Size of the Industrial Park

The size of an industrial park is dependent upon
the current demand for industrial space and ex-

pected future demand. Limiting factors include loca-

tion in relation to population concentrations and
markets, site characteristics, and the economic ca-

pacity of the developers.

Surveys of existing industrial parks indicate a wide

disparity in size ranging from areas of a few acres

to 25,000 acres or more. However, there is a cor-

relation between the types of developer and the me-
dian size. An industrial park sponsored by a local

government is generally about 400 acres.

Sites for individual establishments are generally in

the 1-10 acre category. Large manufacturing firms

with requirements over 25 acres for a plant generally

locate outside industrial districts because of the

limited size of most industrial parks. At the Town
Hill Site, this size unit can be encouraged. Manufac-
turing plants require more space than non-manufac-
turing plants since there are more workers per acre

and more land required for employee parking. As-

suming an average plant size of 10 acres, there is

sufficient space for 36 sites at the proposed Town
Hill industrial park.

Development of the Town Hill Site

Town Hill site 448 acres

Road, ROW, easements, and
buffer strips 90 acres

Land available for industrial sites 358 acres

Number available sites

(@ 10 acres/site) 36 sites

Number of Employees
(@ 12/acre) 4,296 workers

Cost of the Industrial Park

The computed cost represents an estimate of the

total expenses to develop the Town Hill site as an

industrial park. The estimated cost of road improve-

ments and utilities construction for the industrial

11
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park would require local financing of $469,400.

Cost estimates of the development of an industrial

park at the Town Hill site and for Stage I are sum-
marized in Table V and VI.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR
THE TOWN HILL INDUSTRIAL PARK

Type and Amount of Industrial Space Which Can
Be Marketed

The proposed Town Hill Industrial Park covers a

total area of 448 acres of which 358 will be available

as sites for industry. Of course not all this land will

be required for immediate development. To prevent

any speculative behavior on the part of land owners
adjacent to the proposed Fair Grounds site, the com-
munity or its representative legal entity should nego-

tiate for the purchase of at least 100 more acres at

the time that the initial negotiations take place.

Table V: Development of the Town Hill Site as an
Industrial Park

Land Acquisition
448 acres @ $600/acre

Road Improvements
Town Hill Road

(Widening & Repairing)

Scott Hill Road
OVidening & Repairing)

Washington Road
(Widening & Repairing)

Utilities

Sanitary Sewer
(installation of 3,000

feet of 10" pipe)

Overhead
Promotion, Legal fees, etc.

$268,800

172,000

180,000

100,000

17,400

35,000

TOTAL $773,200

NOTE: Gas, electric and water services are privately

owned utilities in the Plymouth Area. Therefore, the

costs of extending these services to the site are ex-

pected to be borne by the utility companies and are

not included in the estimates of development costs.

Source: Brown Engineers.

Table VI: Cost Estimates of Stage I

Land Acquisition
32 acres @ $600/acre $ 19,200

Road Improvements
Town Hill Road 4,500 linear ft.

Washington Road 2,500 linear ft

90,000
50,000

Utility Improvements
Sanitary Sewer 3,000 linear ft. 17,400

Overhead 10,000

TOTAL $186,600

The recommended first stage of development
would include the 32-acre Town Hill Fair Grounds
at the intersection of Town Hill Road and Washing-
ton Road. This parcel is in single ownership and is

presently undeveloped. The sites would require the

minimum length and cost of development of roads

and utilities. Three or possibly four industrial firms

could be accommodated at this site.

Based on information derived from discussions

with local officials, realtors, developers, and indus-

trialists, there is little doubt that if the Town Hill

Fair Grounds site is improved for use by industry,

there are several firms prepared to locate there.

Several companies in the area employing from five

to twenty persons already have delayed relocating

in order to wait for the expected development of an
industrial park.

Cost estimates for developing the first stage are

given in Table VI.

The costs to the municipality would in time be
amortized by the increased tax revenue derived di-

rectly from the addition of the industrial properties

to the tax rolls and indirectly by the economic bene-

fits of a greater income stream in the community due
to the attraction of new industries.

Stage II of the development of an industrial park
at the Town Hill Site, to be carried out after the

completion of the initial stage, would require ap-

proximately 100 acres. Over a period of three to

five years, the market demand for industrial sites

should be sufficiently strong to absorb the ten or

more sites made available. This is based on ( 1 ) the

finding described earlier in this report that there is

only a limited amount of vacant land available and
suitable for industrial development, and (2) that

there is a continuing demand for industrial sites by
existing industries which are expanding and modern-
izing and new industries requiring new facilities.

The rate of development of the Town Hill site will

be greatly accelerated upon the completion of Route
72 and may considerably shorten the time period of

Stage II.

Suggested Methods for Effectuating an Immediate
Program for the Physical and Financial Accomplish-
ment of the Project in Terms of Personnel to be in-

volved, Costs to be Incurred, and Time Required

The planning and establishment of an industrial

park at the Town Hill site will require the close co-

operation of both private and public agencies. The
activities of both sectors should be carried out so that

they do not conflict with each other and so that re-

quired improvements are built and ready for use

when needed. Many Federal programs are available

to aid in the planning and construction of some of

the facilities necessary for the development of the

industrial park. However, it must be emphasized
that the Congressional appropriations for some of

these programs are limited, and there are generally
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more communities anxious to participate in these

programs than there are funds available. It is en-

cumbent upon the community and the Industrial

Commission to investigate these programs, determine

the possibilities, criteria, and advantages of partici-

pating in them, and then to apply for participation.

The following specific steps outline a possible

course of action to be used in the development of

the industrial park. In the actual carrying out of

such a program there may be modifications and ad-

ditions. However, the steps contain the principal

studies and actions which are felt to be an absolute

minimum for the successful development of the

Town Hill Industrial Park.

Step #i. The establishment of a semi-public indus-

trial development corporation.

There already exists a Plymouth Industrial Corpo-
ration which has been operating for several years.

There should be a review by an attorney of the

powers of this agency to determine if it has the

authority to carry out fully the development of an

industrial park including raising funds by the issu-

ance of stock or other means, purchasing and selling

land, and, receiving financial and other assistance

from local, State, and Federal governments which
might be available. As an alternative program the

Town of Plymouth could act as the agency for de-

velopment. The usual procedure in small and me-
dium sized communities, however, is the non-profit

semi-public corporation.

Step #2. Raising working capital.

After the establishment of the development corpo-

ration and before the actual program of development
is undertaken, there will be a period of organizing

and planning. Funds needed for conducting planning

studies, hiring an executive director and necessary

staff, can be raised by the development corporation

through the issuance of stock, pledges from local

business and industrial leaders, or whatever other

methods are appropriate.

Step #3. Development of an administration plan.

The proper administration of a program for the

development of an industrial park at the Town Hill

site will be a deciding factor in its success. It is

strongly recommended that a management consult-

ing firm be retained to clearly outline and advise on

a detailed program for the development of an indus-

trial park; develop a statement of program objectives

and translate this program into specific statements of

responsibility; prepare an organization plan with

assignment of definite responsibilities; and develop

criteria to be used in the selection of an Executive

Director and other key personnel. Every effort

should be made to retain a paid, professional admin-

istrator, who has had experience in such operations,

to act as executive director. In the early phase, while

more detailed plans are being prepared, the execu-

tive director can divide his time between the develop-

ment of the industrial park and the airport.

Step #4. Preparation of a site plan.

A detailed plan for the proposed industrial park
should be prepared by a planning or engineering

consulting firm. The plan should include a site plan

for the industrial park with recommended lot sizes,

roads, utilities, landscaping, land use and architec-

tural controls, and cost estimates for the develop-

ment of the project.

Step #5. Preparation of a Master Plan for the

Town of Plymouth.

The installation of three major proposed improve-

ments in the Town of Plymouth: Route 72, the in-

dustrial park and the general aviation airport; will

greatly change the current pattern of land use and
development in Plymouth. In order to insure their

proper location, control, and development, the Town
of Plymouth should have prepared a Comprehensive
Plan. Under the Urban Planning Assistance Pro-

gram, administered by the Housing and Home Fi-

nance Agency, Plymouth would be eligible for a

grant covering 75 percent of the costs of preparing

such a plan. During the preparation of the plan,

close liaison should be maintained with the Connec-
ticut Department of Highways to assure that highway
planning for Route 72 including the location of the

road and interchanges is in conformity with the re-

quirements of the industrial park and the airport, as

well as the rest of the Town., The plan should not

be limited in its study to the political boundaries of

the Town since the airport, industrial park, and

Route 72 are regional in nature and impact.

Step #6. Acquisition of land.

As a first step in the actual development of the

industrial park, it is recommended that the Town
Hill Fair Grounds be purchased. This parcel of ap-

proximately 32 acres is in single ownership and is

undeveloped. It could be subdivided into three or

more industrial lots. The sites would require the

minimum length and cost of development of roads

and utilities.

At the same time it may be advisable to undertake

negotiations for the right of first refusal with the

property owners of adjacent land which would be

developed in later stages for industrial development.

Step #7. Installation of utilities and access roads.

In order to make the Town Hill site suitable for

industrial development the existing sewer and water

lines should be extended to the site. In addition

Town Hill Road from Route 202 to the site will

have to be widened and improved.

Step #8. Sale of land to industrial firms or devel-

opers.

While the actual sale of land for industrial devel-

opment is scheduled after the planning and prepara-
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tion of the site are well under way, it is of first im-
portance that promotion of the industrial park should

be initiated early in the planning phase. Close con-

tact with prospective purchasers and developers will

accelerate the sale of parcels in this step of the op-
eration.

While outright sale of the land is preferred, since

it will provide the industrial corporation with work-
ing capital for further land acquisition and develop-

ment, other means of attracting industry may have
to be utilized. This could include long term lease

arrangements for sites, and the construction and
lease of industrial facilities by the corporation.

An important aid in obtaining mortgage financing

for industrial development is a program whereby the

State of Connecticut will guarantee industrial mort-
gages made by conventional lending sources. The
Connecticut Industrial Building Commission is au-

thorized to pledge the full faith and credit of the

State to the payment of first mortgages on approved
industrial real property in the State. The commission
guarantees to the lender payments of a first mortgage
up to 90 percent of the total cost of the project.

Maximum principal is $5 million on any single

project for up to 25 years.

Step #9. Continued operation and expansion.

Once Stage I is completed the continued expan-
sion of the industrial park can be undertaken. The
sale of the first industrial sites should provide a part

of the capital required for additional land acquisi-

tion, site preparation, utility improvements, and
management. The industrial park can continue as an
on-going operation providing there is a general ex-

pansion of the level of economic activity of the area.

Timing Schedule for Development of the

Industrial Park

The estimates of the timing of the development of

the Town Hill Industrial Park shown on this page,

are based on the assumption that local interests in

the Bristol-Plymouth area will actively promote and
encourage the development of such a facility. Fur-
thermore, only by obtaining an efficient and active

administrator for the development corporation can
the project be expeditiously realized.

Reaction of Land Owners of the Town Hill Site

To gauge the reaction of landowners in the Town
Hill realistically, actual interviews were set up so that

direct questions could be asked without commit-
ments on the part of the interviewees. The names of

the owners whose land was situated in the industrial

park area were obtained from tax records of the

Town of Plymouth, Connecticut.

In order to ascertain the views of the major
owners in the area under consideration, a sample was
drawn with a bias in favor of large land holders.

Consequently, among all those interviewed, there

were four owners who owned 90 percent of the pro-

posed land to be used for an industrial park.

Timing Schedule for the Development of the Pro-
posed Town Hill Industrial Park

Step 1 Establish Industrial Corporation

Step 2 Raise Working Capital

Step 3 Appoint Executive Director

Step 4 Prepare Site Plan

Step 5 Prepare Comprehensive Plan
Acquire Land

Step 6 (Stage I Stage II

Step 7 Install Utilities and Roads

Step 8 (Promotion) Sell Land
Step 9 Operation and Expansion

Jan. June Jan. June Jan. June Jan.

1964 1964 1965 1965 1966 1966 1967

Among the various questions that were asked dur-

ing these interviews, two questions were the most
substantive ones. These were:

In the case where someone is interested in buying
your land, would you be interested in selling, given

the right price?

If you answered "yes" to question one, what
would you consider a fair price for your land?

The most interesting point that has been estab-

lished in these interviews is that there was one hun-
dred percent positive response among those inter-

viewed. In a word, they were willing to sell, given

the right price. Moreover, they all gave similar

reasons for wanting to sell, namely the low income
that they derive from cultivating the land.

The answers to the second question were generally

varied. The range was from a low of $300 per acre

to a high of $1,200 per acre. The mode, however,
of the distribution ranged between $450 and $600
per acre. Apparently, a number of these landowners
were already influenced by the figure that was quoted
on page 47 of the "Master Plan for Connecticut Air-

ports", Part II, i.e., $600 per acre.

Accordingly, it may be concluded that:

• There is no problem in getting the land to be
used for the development of the industrial park.

• The price per acre for such land will not be

prohibitively expensive.

Reactions of Real Estatemen and Prospective

Investors

The views of the landowners that were stated

above were also made available to qualified real

estatemen in Plymouth for evaluation and comment.
The reaction of the Truskie Agency was that any
price quotation exceeding $600/acre for land falling

within the Town Hill delineated area for the indus-

trial park is indeed high and should be further nego-

tiated, because the opportunity cost for this land is
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extremely low. At any rate only frontage land

could be used for development and consequently the

bulk of the acreage remaining after the use of the

choice frontage is more a liability than an asset.

This conclusion is based upon the fact that possible

taxation of the land will yield negative income.
Unfortunately, neither developers nor financial in-

vestors can be tapped from local sources. Conse-
quently, the community must either look for such
developers outside the Plymouth area or finance the

project through the creation of a legal entity that

has the power to raise funds by issuing bonds, stocks,

or through levying taxes. Considering, though, the

existing incentives for investors and the guarantees

that various State and Federal governments are will-

ing to provide for the security of such investments,

we can conclude that the community will have no
serious difficulties in locating interested developers.

PROPOSED GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORT

Size

The size of the general aviation airport will, of

course, conform to the requirements of the FAA for

such airports. Already FAA determined the type

of this airport which is going to be a Class IV type

with 0/4,900 runway.

Site

As was pointed out earlier in this report, the use

of the Town Hill site as an industrial park and
Mount Tobe as an airport site is in conflict with the

Master Plan for Connecticut Airports and the Na-
tional Airport Plan. To receive Federal funds for

the construction of an airport under the Federal-aid

Airport Program (FAAP) a proposed airport must
be in conformity with the above-mentioned plans.

Unless the various municipalities that would be
served by the proposed airport would be prepared to

finance the entire construction costs of this facility,

consultations and negotiations must be made by
these communities with the State and Federal gov-

ernments to change these plans. The only way that

they would change the airport location from the

Town Hill site would be when the area has been
committed to another use and when local groups

are actively engaged in its development.

It must be emphasized that the Town Hill site is

more important to the economy of Plymouth as an

industrial park than as an airport. The industrial

park would make its economy viable while the air-

port would not have this same effect.

The need for an airport in this area of the State

has been acknowledged by the local towns and cities,

the State, and the Federal governments. All pre-

vious reports, as well as this report, recognize this

need. The location of the facility, however, is the

main point of disagreement. This area of the State

is characterized by rolling hills and with few flat

areas that could easily be developed as an airport.

Most of the flat areas have already been built up.

If the Town Hill site is no longer available as an air-

port site, a new location must be found.

Initially there will be one runway of 5,000 feet

and ultimately another runway will be added having
a length of 5,000 feet also.

The land requirement for this airport is assumed
to be the same as the one that the Mozzochi-Smith
report* had already recommended, i.e., 425 acres,

but on a different site, namely Mt. Tobe."

Cost

The comparative costs for the development of a
general aviation airport at two different sites are

given in Table VII. The higher cost of the Mt.
Tobe site is due primarily to extensive excavation

required to accommodate runways of 5,000 feet in

length. However, there are certain savings including

lower land costs, fewer on-site buildings requiring

removal, less extensive road relocation, and minimal
powerline relocation.

Despite the higher costs for the development of

an airport at the Mt. Tobe site versus the Town Hill

site, the former site is preferable to the latter if the

overall goal of these efforts is kept in perspective.

The reasons are:

An overall economic benefit can accrue to the

general economic area by utilizing the Town Hill site

for an industrial park. Any such economic stimula-

tion will induce an expansion of the level of employ-

ment thereby reducing unemployment to a more
tolerable figure.

Table VII: Comparative Estimate of Development Costs
for Town Hill & Mt. Tobe Sites

Mozzochi-Sm ith Brown Engineers
Estimate Estimate

Town Hill Site Mt. Tobe Site

Land (425 acres) $ 250,000 $ 170,000
Excavation 1,250,000 2,800,000
Runways, etc. 980,000 980,000
Eliminate 16 Bldgs. 90,000 —
Road Relocation 250,000 82,000
Powerline Reloc. 320,000 10,000

Drain, Culverts 60,000 60,000

TOTAL $3,200,000 $4,102,000

Overall planning considerations for the Bristol-

Plymouth area rule against establishing the airport

at the Town Hill site. First, there are the dangers

and nuisances generated by low flying aircraft to ex-

isting population concentrations. Of primary impor-

* Master Plan for Connecticut Airports, Part II—

A

System of General Aviation Airports for Connecticut; Pre-

pared for the Department of Aeronautics State of Con-
necticut by John J. Mozzochi and Associates, and Wilbur
Smith and Associates, December, 1962.
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tance is the objection of the residents of the Town of

Plymouth to the location of an airport at the Town
Hill site. Secondly, the trend of new development
in the Bristol-Plymouth area would be severly cur-

tailed by the deleterious effects of the airport at the

Town Hill site. This area is well suited for resi-

dences and industry which represent a higher and
more concentrated use of the land. Upon completion

of Route 72 the growth of this area will increase

sharply. The Mt. Tobe site is still accessible, but it

it located away from existing and future population
concentrations and would not utilize land better

suited for other types of development.
Locating the Industrial Park on Mt. Tobe would

require large capital outlays for extending municipal

sewer and water lines to the site, thereby making
development costs and sale prices less competitive

with industrial sites elsewhere. Conversely, if the

airport, which requires smaller capacity sewage and
water lines, were to be located at Mt. Tobe, these

utilities could be provided at substantially lower
costs by using self-contained units.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
FOR THE GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORT

The program outlined below suggests a means for

development of an airport at the Mt. Tobe site. Al-

though the program is outlined in separate steps,

many of the activities will overlap and be carried on
simultaneously.

Step #7. Formation of an Airport Authority.

A critical first step in developing an airport in the

Tri-City area is the incorporation of a Regional Air-

port Authority including Bristol, Waterbury, and
Torrington. The Authority should then hire an ex-

perienced, professional administrator to direct the

development program. During the early stages, the

administrator of the industrial park may be able to

divide his time between the two projects as an econ-
omy measure.

Step #2. Negotiations with the Federal Aviation
Agency.

Discussions with the FAA should be initiated as

early as possible. The FAA will be able to assist the

Airport Authority in its program for development.
Most important, the FAA must approve the detailed

plans in order for the authority to be eligible for

Federal grants.

Step #3. Planning the airport.

The Authority would be eligible to receive an ad-

vance from the Community Facilities Administration
of the HHFA for planning and designing the airport.

This is an interest-free loan for the full cost of the

various planning, engineering, and architectural serv-

ices required. When contracts for construction are

awarded the planning advances are repaid to the

Federal government from funds authorized for con-
struction of the project.

During the planning stage close liaison should be
maintained with the Town of Plymouth and then-

planners. Adequate land use controls, access routes,

public utilities, and zoning regulations can be devel-

oped through the active cooperation of the Authority
and the Town.

Step #4. Financing.

A percentage of the costs of development of the

airport, including land acquisition, site preparation,

and construction, may be paid by a grant from the

Federal government.
The Authority should also investigate the extent

to which the State will assume a portion of the costs

not financed by the Federal government.

Step #5. Land acquisition.

Land can be acquired with no serious difficulties.

The amount of land required is estimated to be 400
acres. The cost per acre as it was pointed out earlier

in this report should not exceed $400.

Step #6. Construction.

The construction period would take approximately
two years to accomplish. As in the development of

the industrial park, a staged development may prove
to be most feasible.

Timing Schedule for the Development of the Pro-
posed Mt. Tobe Airport

Step 1 Form Authority, Hire Executive Director

Step 2 Negotiate with the FAA
Step 3 Obtain CFA Planning Grant, Design

Phase

Step 4 Financing

Step 5 Acquire Land
Step 6 Construction

Jan. June Jan. June Jan. June Jan. June Jan.

1964 1964 1965 1965 1966 1966 1967 1967 1968

SUMMARY
The following is a summary of the feasibility

study for an industrial park development and an ad-

junct general aviation airport in the Bristol-Plymouth

Labor Market Area in the State of Connecticut.

Objectives

The unusually high unemployment in this area

necessitated exploring methods and means by which
the economy could be made more viable. The pri-

mary objective of this study was to determine if an
industrial park and adjunct general aviation airport

were feasible and could, therefore, substantially re-

duce this unemployment. Secondly, a program
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would have to be outlined for the development of an

industrial park and general aviation airport if they

proved feasible. And thirdly, the organization of

this program would have to be outlined in terms of

personnel to be involved, the costs to be incurred,

and the time which would be required to develop

and complete the facilities.

Scope and Methods

This study was developed in three phases. The
first phase consisted of information gathering and
conferences. The Mt. Tobe section of the study

area was considered along with two additional loca-

tions for feasibility and site selection for an industrial

park and general aviation airport. The economic
feasibility of general air service in conjunction with

the industrial park, and warehousing and air freight

handling facilities were also considered. The regional

office of the Federal Aviation Agency was consulted

as well as the Master Plan for Connecticut Airports.

An inventory was made of the existing buildings,

zoning and subdivision regulations, master plans,

utilities, topographic and geological conditions,

traffic arteries, and air facility plans. Interviews were
held with members of the business community, civic

leaders, labor representatives, property owners, in-

vestment sources, interested developers, government
officials, and skilled and semi-skilled workers.

The second phase consisted of an organization

of all information into such form as to make pos-

sible a total analysis with regard to the problem of

feasibility. An analysis was made of: the existing

industrial facilities and the factors of regional com-
petition; the industrial development potential of the

area based on the labor force, ground conditions,

and all transportation; the size, cost, and economic
feasibility of a new industrial park; the job potential

created by an industrial park together with its effect

on the existing labor force and its skills; and the

ability of the existing and proposed arterial and util-

ity systems to accommodate the needs of a new in-

dustrial park and general aviation airport facility.

The third plase consisted of making a program for

the development of an industrial park and general

aviation airport, which included the type and amount
of industrial space which could be marketed, sug-

gested methods for effectuating an immediate pro-

gram for the physical and financial accomplishment
of the project in terms of personnel to be involved,

costs to be incurred, and the time which would be

required to develop the complete facilities and other

related items.

Salient Information

There is an ample supply of labor with a diversity

of skills in the study area. The lower wage differ-

entials in manufacturing contributes to the general

competitiveness of the area. The proximity of the

area to both domestic and foreign markets in rela-

tion to transportation could make this area attractive

to new firms. The location of a general aviation

airport in the vicinity could be a definite advantage.

It was found that the majority of the existing in-

dustrial facilities in both Bristol and Plymouth were
constructed 40 or more years ago and had the fol-

lowing deficiencies: obsolete layout of buildings, in-

adequate off-street parking, insufficient off-street

loading, insufficient space for expansion or modern-
ization, and congestion of roads and access. New
industrial facilities have occurred primarily on the

periphery of the urban areas. These new facilities

often have one or more of the following deficiencies:

inadequate access roads, public utilities, and expan-

sion space and have higher costs due to inability of

scattered plants to share certain facilities.

In the Bristol-Plymouth area there are four exist-

ing industrial parks, i.e., two in Waterbury, one in

Bristol, and one in Farmington. Except for the Farm-
ington Industrial Park (which is more in the Hart-

ford LMA), these developments are small in size

with only a limited number of parcels remaining.

Within the study area there are very few large sites

available for the development of an industrial park.

The best of these is on Town Hill in Plymouth.

The Town Hill site, which occupies an area of

approximately 448 acres, has a slope of 2%-5%.
There is one stream and one pond on the site and no
marshes, or areas subject to flooding. The soil is

glacial till, well suited for bearing roads and indus-

trial buildings. No large rock outcroppings that

would interfere with excavations are visible. The site

is close to existing and proposed highways, existing

utility lines could easily be brought to the site, and
its location near the Town assures a good labor sup-

ply. The property is mostly vacant, with some second
growth trees. Property owners seem willing to sell

this land for industrial purposes. Half of the area is

presently zoned for industrial use. There is wide
support locally for this type of facility.

The location for a general aviation airport was
narrowed down to the Town Hill site and the Mt.

Tobe site. Because of the planning considerations

and economic advantages, the Town Hill site was
recommended for use as an industrial park. The Mt.

Tobe site would be more difficult and expensive to

develop as an airport site, but it is the best alterna-

tive. There is wide support in the cities of Torring-

ton, Waterbury, and Bristol for an airport in this

part of the State. The main difficulty in its develop-

ment as an airport site is that the FAA rejected it

in favor of the Town Hill site.-

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
The development of an industrial park and adjunct

general aviation airport is the most realistic method
of improving the economic viability of the Bristol-

Plymouth area. The development of an industrial

park on the 448-acre Town Hill site could provide

36 industrial sites of 10 acres each. This could
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create a potential of 4,300 industrial jobs upon the

successful completion of the project. Usually, 100
industrial jobs create a minimum of 65 new jobs in

the non-manufacturing sector. On the basis of the

findings of this study, it can be concluded that al-

though the industrial park might ultimately create

4,300 industrial jobs, the total number of new jobs

could exceed 7,100. Of these, 2,800 would be non-
manufacturing jobs.

It was found that the economic feasibility of the

industrial park is both reasonable and realistic. The
following reasons summarize the justification of this

conclusion

:

• Any industrial expansion in the area will tend

to settle on sites within Plymouth's town limits

due partly to the lack of availability of suitable

development sites for industry elsewhere and part-

ly to the proximity of Plymouth to the other cities

in the Tri-City area, namely, Waterbury, Bristol,

and Torrington

• The absence of serious competition from other

sites will facilitate the absorption of the land to

be made available by the construction of the in-

dustrial park

• There will be relatively good transportation in

the form of arterial highways and air facilities

• An ample and relatively skilled labor supply

with competitive wage rates prevails throughout

this economic region

• The overall size of the park will be such that it

can accommodate any type of firm wanting to

locate there

• The cost of expanding the existing public utili-

ties on the proposed Town Hill site is lower

than building new ones elsewhere

• The relatively low development cost will enable

the community to sell, lease, or rent sites at

very competitive prices and thereby make it attrac-

tive for industries to locate in Plymouth

The need for an airport in this area of the State

has been acknowledged by the local towns and cities,

the State, and the Federal governments. All previous

reports, as well as this report, recognize this need.

The location of the facility, however, is the main
point of disagreement. This area of the State is

characterized by rolling hills and with few flat areas

that could easily be developed as an airport. Most
of the flat areas have already been built up. If the

Town Hill site is no longer available as an airport

site, a new location must be found. The best and
only remaining suitable site is located on Mt. Tobe.
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